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Take the mystery out of dream interpretation
Learn to think with all your senses to more accurately understand your dreams
Expert Dream Interpreter, Terri Ullstrup, takes readers on a new venture in exploration of our dreams to
uncover their meanings and how they relate to our day-to-day living in her Award-Winning Book,
Dreamtime Dream Interpretation: Opening to Your Spiritual Sight Within. This helpful workbook walks
readers through her unique “Multi-Dimensional” Method of Dream Interpretation that bridges the
physical and non-physical spiritual being within to awaken a full understanding of our dreams. It
provides tools for turning baffling dreams into personal breakthroughs.
Readers will learn
•
•
•
•

How to think “multi-dimensionally” just like their Multi-Dimensional
DreamSelf who creates their dreams for them.
Techniques for remembering and recording their dreams with easy to use template forms.
How to decode the spiritual language of dreams with many graphics and examples.
Tips and tools for accurately interpreting dreams.

Terri teaches that dreams are energy that contain information, guidance and action that is so superior to
anything you may now be doing for your life that just "knowing" what they mean changes your thinking
about yourself transforming your consciousness and your everyday life. The Dreamtime Method of
dream interpretation has provided thousands of people with pinpoint guidance and information from
their dreams resulting in extraordinary change for their lives.

About the Author
Terri Ullstrup has been developing and testing this breakthrough method for over 25 years. She has
accurately interpreted thousands of dreams for people all over the world. She leads workshops to help
people with their own accurate dream interpretation success stories and offers her consulting services
to help her clients develop their skills to translate what they learn from their dreams into definitive
action for their everyday lives. Terri also does Dreamtime Podcasting & Radio.
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To learn more about Dreamtime Dream Interpretation: Opening to Your Spiritual Sight Within, or to
receive a review copy or to book the author for an interview or speaking engagement, email Terri at
ullstrup@aol.com or visit www.dreaminterpretation.com Books are available through her Website,
Amazon or your favorite bookstore.

